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3 Of The Best Breast Augmentation Surgeons in Brisbane
By Guest Styler | 12th Apr, 2018

We've found some of Brisbane’s best experts.

From Kourtney Kardashian to Anna Faris, it seems that everyone is trying breast
augmentations. No matter your reason for considering the treatment, it’s important to make
sure you’re going to a qualified expert who can take the vision you have in your mind and
make it a reality.
If you’ve been thinking about breast augmentation – “Is it right for me? What’s the procedure
like? Where do I start?” – then prepare to breathe a deep sigh of relief, because we’re helping
you take your next step with confidence. Here’s our guide to some of the most trusted breast
augmentation specialists in Brisbane.

DR DAVID SHARP PLASTIC SURGERY |
GREENSLOPES AND IPSWICH

Dr David Sharp understands that no two clients (or breasts) are the same, and because of this,
he is dedicated to ensuring a personalised experience for every patient. Specialising in breast
augmentation surgery and with a passion for beautifully natural-looking results, Dr Sharp is
highly sought after for his expertise and down-to-earth approach. Dr Sharp is skilled in
modern breast enhancement techniques, including the dual plane method of breast
augmentation (which helps achieve a naturally curvaceous shape) as well as a short incision
technique that results in minimal scarring. He encourages women to consider three key
aspects when planning a breast augmentation: choosing a skilled, FRACS credentialed plastic
surgeon who makes them feel comfortable and respected; selecting high-quality implants that
come with a lifetime warranty; and lastly, working with their patient support team to
practice excellent aftercare, for ideal long-term results. Dr Sharp says most women
considering breast augmentation surgery in his clinics want to correct a deficit in breast
volume due to genetics, asymmetry, breastfeeding or weight loss. “It’s a privilege to be part of
a process that’s not just about physical change, but also contributes to making people feel
more comfortable in their own skin,” Dr Sharp says.
To help those who are considering the procedure make an informed decision, Dr Sharp has
published a free guide to breast augmentation surgery, which is available online
online. Working
alongside a stellar team of clinical and administrative professionals, Dr Sharp has created an
environment that allows his clients to achieve their body goals with confidence.
Check out Dr Sharp’s work here at his online gallery.

BRISBANE PLASTIC & COSMETIC
SURGERY | HAMILTON AND NORTH
LAKES
Dr Philip Richardson, operating out of Brisbane Plastic & Cosmetic Surgery, is largely
considered as a leading plastic surgeon in Brisbane with an emphasis on breast procedures. Dr
Richardson has practised plastic and cosmetic surgery for over 20 years, specialising in breast
augmentation, breast reduction and male breast reduction treatments, among other breast
surgeries. He is recognised in Brisbane for his advanced techniques and his dedication to
every one of his patients. Today, Dr Richardson performs over 600 breast surgeries per year,
including breast augmentation, breast lift, breast reduction and breast revision.
Check out Dr Richardson’s work here at his online gallery.

DR PAUL BELT | FORTITUDE VALLEY

Dr Paul Belt is recognised throughout Australia as a leading plastic, reconstructive and
cosmetic surgeon. Having completed six years of basic medical and surgical training at
Oxford University, Dr Belt then spent a further ten and a half years training to be a
consultant in plastic, reconstructive and aesthetic surgery. He has now been a consultant
since 2005. He has a special interest in breast surgery of all kinds, including augmentation,
reduction, mastopexy or breast lift, breast asymmetry, tuberous breasts and reconstruction,
and has an extensive online gallery of before & after images. He currently operates out of
Pacific Day Surgery, Greenslopes Private Hospital, Brisbane Private Hospital and Princess
Alexandra Hospital.
Check out Dr Belt’s work here at his online gallery.
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Disclaimer: While we only write about businesses that we truly believe in, this article should not replace the advice
of a qualified, open, honest and well-informed surgeon or cosmetic professional. Readers are encouraged to consult
their GP for further information about the risks associated with plastic surgery and their recommendations. This
article is a reflection of the research of the editorial team at Style Magazines.
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Style Magazines is a free, glossy lifestyle magazine produced monthly in Brisbane, with a vibrant digital space to
match. We’re Brisbane’s most stylish source of lifestyle, fashion, food and beauty news, showcasing what’s hot, what’s
new and what’s on in Brisbane, Queensland, the country and the world—while still celebrating everything
homegrown.
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